
Footmuff GTX
5829-63-939

Premium fold carrycot
4077-07-939

Changing bag
4114-00-939

Parasol
5619-07-939

Neck-rest
5810-00-939

Bedding
8144-00-939

Footmuff AMG GT
5840-63-942

Premium fold carrycot
4078-07-942

Changing rucksack
4139-00-942

Parasol
5623-07-942

Neck-rest
5809-00-942

Bedding
8148-00-942

The successful cooperation between Mercedes-Benz and the German family-
owned company Hartan began four years ago. Hartan, from Franconia, have been 
producing high-quality pushchairs “Made in Germany“ since the 1950s. Just like 
Mercedes-Benz, Hartan stands for innovation, comfort and safety with that unique 
sporty character. Hartan’s interior designs are made of certifi ed organic cotton 
which is simply the best for your little one. The aluminium chassis is particularly 
light and combined with the ergonomic seat unit off ers total comfort alongside 
unique stability and manoeuvrability. Hartan pushchairs incorporate all the 
technical experience from four generations of German pushchair development 
and production. Their new pushchair collection with the models AMG GT and 
AVANTGARDE demonstrate not only an eye-catching look, developed in close 
coordination with the Mercedes-Benz design department, but also with superior 
functionality and excellent workmanship.  
Like all Hartan products, the Mercedes-Benz pushchairs meet the highest of 
standards in material selection and manufacturing quality. Additionally they are 
also subject to certifi cation by TÜV.

The new Mercedes-Benz pushchairs from Hartan — 
dynamic, innovative, functional

Seat mat „cozy“
5844-00-942

Seat mat „cozy“
5843-00-939

Seat mat „cozy“Seat mat „cozy“

Parasol

, „Mercedes-Benz“ and          are the intellectual property of Mercedes-Benz AG. They are used by Hartan under license.

Collection 2023 - Technical changes and colour deviations are reserved.

Accessories
The perfect additions for you and your baby!



AMG GT
2366-181-942 alpingrau

AMG GT
2366-181-943 black

Cross-spoke wheels,
in the original AMG Design, 
inc. air chamber tyres and 
adjustable suspension

Cross-spoke wheels,
in the original AMG Design, 
inc. air chamber tyres and 
adjustable suspension

Leatherette handle in black
with light-grey stitching 
(Design 942), 
including serial handbrake

Leatherette handle in black
with red stitching 
(Design 943), 
including serial handbrake

Compact fold
L 69 cm x B 58,5 cm, H 
31 cm, 
suitable for the car boot

Compact fold
L 69 cm x B 58,5 cm, H 
31 cm, 
suitable for the car boot

Fold-out sun visor
for stroller and premium 
fold carrycot

Fold-out sun visor
for stroller and premium 
fold carrycot

AM
G 

GT

2366-181-942 alpingrau

AMG pushchair with premium fold carrycot (available as an accessory) 
easy to click onto the chassis, suitable from day one.

AMG pushchair with premium fold carrycot (available as an accessory) 
easy to click onto the chassis, suitable from day one.

33  JJAAHHRREE
GGAARRAANNTTIIEE

33 JJAAHHRREE
GARANTIE

AMG GT
2366-181-943 black

GARANTIE

AMG chassis
with car seat
(Car seat adaptor avai-
lable as an accessory)

Bag2go ideal organiser for storing wallet, key-ring and mobile phone etc.

— practical interior compartments inc. bottle pocket
— included with every stroller

— easily attachable to the handle
— carry-handle and zipper

Bag2go ideal organiser for storing wallet, key-ring and mobile phone etc.

— practical interior compartments inc. bottle pocket
— included with every stroller

— easily attachable to the handle
— carry-handle and zipper

33  JJAAHHRREE
GGAARRAANNTTIIEE

Avantgarde
2351-112-939 denimblau

Car seat adaptor
available as an accessory

Bag2go 
Ideal organiser
for storing of wallet, 
key-ring and mobile 
phone etc.  

Dessin 939 denimblau
Leatherette handle in 
black with light-grey 
stitching, 
Colour of chassis in topas

Compact fold
L 75 cm x B 62 cm 
x H 31,5 cm, 
suitable for the car boot

Premium fold carrycot
inc. folding function, 
ventilation panel, fold-
out sun visor, flap-up 
backrest, etc. AV

AN
TG
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DE

937 magmagrau 938 opalith 939 denimblau 940 tartufo 941 steel

— telescopic handle with a large extending range
— wippmatic parking brake
— compact fold

— reversible seat unit with safety click system
— lockable swivel wheels

vegan woven fabric breathable durable

Avantgarde push-
chair with premium 
fold carrycot 
(available as an 
accessory)

AMG chassis
with car seat
(Car seat adaptor avai-
lable as an accessory)


